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About This Game

The Red Forest is one of the most unique spots in the Chernobyl area, with various mutations still taking place here. It is visited
by tourists wishing to see something extraordinary. Both plant and animal mutants can be seen here. However, this time
scientists found a creature of a new kind that they have never seen before. Now they are ready to pay a lot of money for

catching it so they could study it, for it may turn out to be Rake. People from different corners of the world start coming to this
place, hoping to catch the creature and earn money. Now there is even a local dealer here who is ready to sell weapons to

everyone interested. Rake was last seen two years ago, but all the attempts to catch him failed then, and the scientist who had
made those attempts was found dead in his trailer among the woods.
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Title: Red Forest
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
BiscuitPlay
Publisher:
BiscuitPlay
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 550

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Fun tinkering adventure. To be honest. The 46 minutes i spendt ingame was entertaining. Cant wait for the rest of the episodes.
Though, even though its cheap. i wanted more than 45 minutes out of each episode. :(. still needs a lot of work.. Game won't
load - gets past the installation and freezes.. Seems unfinished.. Great fun. I found this game to be accessible for a new player to
the genre with a scoring system that's simple to learn and satisfying to master. Playing on normal mode provides you with an
autobomb feature, but it uses all of your remaining bombs. While this is a very useful feature and helps new players survive long
enough to scrape together some skills, it's also not very efficient and ultimately pushes them to learn how to bomb defensively
when things get tough. Although normal mode has been a challenging ride for a greenhorn like myself, there's also parallel and
hyper modes for those players who are familiar with the genre and strong players looking for a challenge respectively.

The music, sound and visual style are all of a very high standard with a pretty polished UI holding it all together. It’s obvious that
a lot of care has gone into ensuring that readability remains very high, even when a lot is occurring on screen without sacrificing
any personality for each enemy type.

Mission mode does quite a good job at teaching new players vital skills for both scoring and survival. There are also some neat
challenge ideas like matador - a big bullet that follows the player around the screen and experimental weapon - restricting the
player to a slow charging special weapon only while taking away bombs.

One mild piece of criticism would be the game doesn't do the best job of communicating what the breaks are for each boss/level
but most can be discovered through persistent play or a keen eye. This was mainly a problem for me when trying to figure out
how to beat some of the missions.

i strongly recommend this game to both those familiar with shmups looking for a new, highly polished, well-constructed
challenge and anybody looking to take first step into the genre.. I think the game looks pretty slick, and according the board
game owners, it follows the mechanics and rules of the original board game pretty well, but, to me the dice are just too stacked,
and that doesn't model real dice at all. I've tested it a bit in no scientific fashion, but repeatedly the AI gets exactly what it needs
on rolls, and my dice consistently do not . . . far more than real dice do in the real world. That is a bit of a deal breaker for me,
I'm not saying it's too hard, or that you can't win with enough attempts, but overall I feel the AI had the dice stacked a little too
much in its favor.. no, No, and NO!
Bloody ridiculous.
Before your eyes can adjust and locate the man on the new screen, he's already dead.
Suggested fix:
LOCK the edge of the screen where he exits the previous level so as to prevent him from exiting again.
KEEP him where he exits as the new screen appears and have him run from there to another edge.
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Game seems kind of neat, it's got EXTREMELY light elements of survival and rogue-like but in reality it's because the
developer cannot figure out how to code a save function.

Yes this game has no save function and to beat the game there is a very good chance you'll end up having to leave it open if you
don't have several hours of time in front of you open.

However, having beat the game I can tell you, you've seen everything this game has to offer in about 10-30 minutes of
gameplay, even for a dollar I do not think this is very much so worth it. The worst part of the game is the simple UI that gives
you so little information you'll basically going to be guessing on nearly everything you attempt to do.

You play as a floating platform that goes from star to star either getting resources or fighting other floating platform cities, and
that is it. You barely have to do anything but click a ton and it gets old fast. Without any other controls other than mouse if
you've got any muscle problems related to excessive small movements this game will cause you pain!

Pros:
+Simplistic, yet effective art style.

Cons:
-No save function at all
-No frame rate limits meaning your CPU is gonna fry itself
-No depth
-No strategy
-Mouse only control means excessive clicking that the keyboard could have handled
-Does not have replayability as store description says
-Simply does not bring enough to the table
-Game starts in Russian
-UI is too simple, does not give enough information. if you get this game, run just run don`t stop and the yellow keycard is on
the cat`s tail.. sent a nibba flying

plus very interactive yeas. it's bad that i cant compare it to other mmo's. The AI and replayability is top notch.
Very addicting, cool strategy game. Much better than Militia.
Don't let the graphics dissuade you from getting.
Check out the other games as well- excellent gameplay.. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. i
love this game no regrets buying it very spookie game i enjoy it for any help that you guys need you press b to emote then press
b again to dance i think. Nice point&click and hidden-object game.
Very original, symphatic, funny.. I loved this game as much as I liked the previous two. The way the story is told is very
amusing and the illustrations are very cute. I really recommend you playing this game!. Its a fun little marble/ball physics game
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